Menu analysis activity *Assignment 3

Beginner Speaking

GNU ELL

Prof. Cuperus Manning

Instructions: visit an English language search engine (Google, Yahoo! Etc) and type “restaurant menu”. Select one of the English language restaurant menus you find (it must have enough text/information to help you fully answer the questions below). You must include a printed copy of the menu when you turn in this assignment.

**PART 1**

a) Name of restaurant:

b) Type of food served:

c) Cheapest item:

d) Most expensive item:

e) Item that looks the most delicious to me:

f) I would/would not eat here with friends because:

g) I would/ would not eat here with family because:

**Part 2**

Write 3 suggestions below on how they could improve this menu - any suggestions are acceptable, must be written in full, clear English sentences.

   My suggestion is
   My second one is

   My third suggestion is
Part 3

Show a friend, classmate, family member, etc the menu. Ask them if they would like to eat in such a place. Write their response in the box below. They must sign this paper to prove they answered your question.

Response:

Signature: ____________________

Part 4

Using the 4 vocabulary words below, write about a time that you’ve visited a restaurant anywhere in the world. Your brief story must include all 4 vocabulary words.


_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Completion checklist (use this to check you have completed the assignment fully):

Printed menu in English included with this assignment _____
Part 1 fully completed _____
Part 2 fully completed _____
Part 3 fully completed _____
Part 4 fully completed _____
+ 2 points for turning in assignment on time

Points possible: 10 (2 points removed for each area of assignment not completed in full)
Points received: _____